February 4, 2022

JR Kyushu Rail Pass Information about product revision
From April 1, 2022, price revision and service change of ""JR Kyushu Rail Pass"" is planned. Please be sure to
check before purchasing.
1.

Increase in selling price
Prices for each type of JR Kyushu Rail Pass are changed as below.
Price (yen)
validity

Ticket name

period

Before changes
Adult

All Kyushu

Southern Kyushu

2.

Child

Adult

Child

3 days

9,500

4,750

10,000

5,000

5 days

11,000

5,500

14,000

7,000

3 days

16,000

8,000

17,000

8,500

5 days

18,500

9,250

18,500

9,250

7 days

20,000

10,000

20,000

10,000

3 days

8,000

4,000

8,000

4,000

Northern Kyushu

JR KYUSHU RAIL PASS

After changes(4/1~)

Setting of a limitation on the number of times seats can be reserved
Currently, there is no limit on the number of times a seat can be reserved for free at the station window, but we

will set a limit on the number of times a seat can be reserved for some products.
The number of restriction times for seat reservation

Before changes

Ticket name

After changes

For tickets exchangeable For tickets exchangeable
until March 31, 2022

All Kyushu
JR KYUSHU RAIL PASS

Northern Kyushu

from April 1, 2022

Unlimited
Unlimited
Up to 6 times

Southern Kyushu
*When exceeding number of reservations allowed customers will be required to purchase an additional Express
Ticket for a reserved seat. Prices for the Express Ticket vary depending on travel destination. Please confirm
details at a JR Kyushu Ticketing Counter or Reserved Seat Ticketing Machine. (

Details for Express Ticket )

Caution regarding these changes

○Service suspension of JR KYUSHU RAIL PASS Online Booking
In order to carry out the work of switching the system for JR KYUSHU RAIL PASS Online Booking, service providing
on March 31 will be suspended from PM 9:59(J.S.T). And service will be resumed from AM 5:30(J.S.T) on April 1.
Please notice in advance.
○Regarding purchasing
（１）In case of purchasing while outside Japan in advance
From April 1, rail pass purchased with the old price (price before change) can only be exchanged.
If you are to purchase after April 1, please purchase with the new price (price after change).
【Ex.】
Price before changes(Sale・Exchange)

Price before changes (Only Exchange)

Price after changes(from 4/1)
4/1

3/1
（２）In case of purchasing within Japan

If you wish to purchase rail pass at station ticket counter of JR Kyushu after arriving in Japan, the price may
differ depending on the timing of the purchase.
【Ex.】
Price after changes(from 4/1)

Price before changes
3/1

4/1

○Increasing the number of users
After April 1, it cannot be increased the number of users with the PASS purchased by March 31. When requesting
to increase the number of users, please purchase/pay the new price PASS after April 1.

